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We offer high-quality sampling
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DOPAK®  Sampling Systems

Dovianus is proud for its recognition as experts in

sampling systems for the chemical, petrochemical

and offshore industries worldwide. Our Dopak

sampling systems set high international standards

for closed loop and closed vent sampling systems.

Dopak sampling systems offer safe working condi-

tions for operators, they are safe for the

environment and safe for the samples.

A brief history of Dovianus

Dovianus was founded in the Netherlands in 1926 

as an instrumentation and equipment manufacturer.

Recognizing the need for environmentally safer

sampling systems in the late 1970s, we decided 

to focus on the development, production and 

marketing of Dopak sampling systems.

After more than a decade, Dovianus was already an

important player in the international chemical and

petrochemical industries worldwide. We soon 

realized that our customers would benefit more

from our high-quality sampling expertise and 

sampling systems, if we also provide them with

local support. Therefore Dovianus established

Dopak Inc. in the United States in 1981 and created 

a network of highly qualified local representatives.

Safe for the operator
Safe for the environment
Safe for the sample

expertise worldwide



Highly specialized products require expert support.

Dovianus offers its customers global sampling

expertise in combination with local support.

We continuously invest in research and innovations

at our offices in the Netherlands and the United

States, thus building on our sampling expertise. 

Our customers benefit from our global expertise,

while receiving local support via our network of 

professional, highly qualified, local representatives. 

Our local representatives are familiar with the 

challenges you face in your specific market.

Therefore they can provide you with better advice

and support.
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High-quality sampling expertise globally,

with local support

Rely on our high-quality sampling expertise.
Whatever you need, wherever you are. 



Safety plays a big role in the chemical and petro-

chemical industries. Processes are complex,

products often dangerous and toxic. At Dovianus we

understand this complexity and the need for high

safety levels. Therefore we are dedicated to develop

better, safer samplers for our customers.

Our highly qualified engineers are sampler specia-

lists, understanding the importance of safety in

sampling processes. They incorporate an intrinsic

level of safety in their innovative designs for 

sampling systems.

Dopak sampling systems meet and exceed safety

standards worldwide. Our sampling systems are

safe for the operator, safe for the environment and

safe for the sample.

No matter how complex your sampling process is,

our engineering expertise allows us to meet your

sampling requirements efficiently and cost-

effectively. We offer safe, pre-configured sampling

systems or engineered sampling systems to your

precise specifications.

Dopak sampling systems meet and exceed safety standards worldwide
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Dedicated to develop better, safer samplers



Exceeding worldwide quality 
and safety standards objectively
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Dovianus equals high-quality samplers
and expert operators

Delivering high-quality sampling systems and

sampling expertise, requires continuous invest-

ments in research, our staff and our manufacturing

and control equipment.

Our manufacturing staff is trained to maintain the

highest standards of craftsmanship in sampling 

systems. Our staff uses the latest manufacturing

and control equipment, including an array of CNC

machining centers and lathes. We are continually

upgrading our manufacturing program for faster

processing and optimum stock control to meet 

growing demand.

Dopak sampling systems meet 
all your technical sampling and
safety requirements.

It is easy to say you meet and even exceed worldwide standards. Our

customers know from experience that we deliver on our quality and safety

promises. But to also demonstrate our quality standards objectively, we

have introduced a strict quality program.

All Dopak samplers are subjected to measurements and quality checks

throughout the production process. Each finished sampler is carefully

inspected and tested in a final check. Critical components get an 

identification number, allowing us to trace them throughout their life

span.

Subsequently we acquired 

the ISO 9001 certification 

for our factory.



Certification applies to 

Dovianus BV, Bergschenhoek, 

the Netherlands.

Dopak - World class sampling systems

Dovianus - Worldwide sampling expertise
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Dovianus BV (Headquarters)

Leeuwenhoekweg 24 - Bergschenhoek
P.O. Box 76 - 2660 AB Bergschenhoek
The Netherlands

Phone +31 10 524 20 00
Fax +31 10 524 20 29
E-mail info@dopak.nl

Dopak Inc. 

4540 S. Pinemont, Suite 118
Houston, Texas 77041
United States of America

Phone (713) 460-8311
Fax (713) 460-8578
E-mail info@dopak.com

www.dopak.com


